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The Rev. Young Tae Choi was ordained as Assistant Minister at Richmond Presbyterian 
Church in the fall of 2019.  This was for a 2 year, part time, appointment, partly funded by 
Canadian Ministries through its New and Renewed Ministries Fund and partly through 
Richmond Presbyterian Church (RPC). 

RPC called Young Tae to this position in response to a convergence of factors that pre-
sented a highly favourable context around our understanding of being a missionally fo-
cused congregation.  First, our congregation has expressed a willingness to engage in 
missional vision, to make an impact for the gospel beyond the walls of our church and our 
congregation.  To that effect we have intentionally heard preaching and teaching around 
missional ministry and have participated through the Centre for Missional Leadership at 
St. Andrew’s Hall, Vancouver.  Second, our Presbytery, the Presbytery of Westminster, 
has adopted a strategic vision which emphasized the need for growing new worshipping 
communities in our midst.  The presbytery has devoted considerable energy, effort and 
financial resources to achieving this vision, including a commitment to identifying and 
supporting at least 3 new worshipping communities (hopefully more) within our bounds 
over the next 5 years.  Finally, the growth of Cyclical and the New and Renewed Minis-
tries program of Canadian Ministries opened up financial support possibilities for RPC’s 
desire to support possibilities around new initiatives.

Young Tae was identified as someone RPC would seek to invest in, both at a congrega-
tional level around congregational ministry, but also at a broader level around kingdom 
ministry.  RPC saw potential in Young Tae as an artist with a vision for ministry to and with 
artists in our broader community.  We especially were taken with his experience as a film 
maker, someone familiar with compelling narratives.  The mission of the church is to share 
the most compelling story of all, God’s love for all people.  Sometimes the church needs 
a fresh set of eyes to see how we might best share that narrative.  Young Tae brings the 
knowledge and experience of someone in an arts industry that is often more creative and 
persuasive than the church has been recently in sharing a compelling narrative.

Within the congregational context, Young Tae has engaged in all of the aspects of the 
ordained ministry of Word and Sacraments.  He has preached in worship, led other as-
pects of worship regularly, he has participated in the celebration of sacraments, he has 
led adult discipleship studies and worked with our children and youth around art proj-
ects within the congregation.  He has undertaken a pastoral responsibility in particular 

W o r d s  f r o m  L e a d  M i n i st e r o f
R i c h m o n d  P r e s by t e r i a n  C h u r c h
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for primarily Korean speaking members of the congregation, many who are new to the 
Presbyterian faith and to RPC.  His work in consolidating this fledgling ministry is vital to 
the future strength of RPC.  Young Tae is well received by the congregation as a whole 
and is a valued member of our staff.  Young Tae’s insight around arts led to RPC’s focus 
on working with our children and youth around art at Advent time, helping our young 
people express the themes of the advent season in art that was shared with the congre-
gation within the liturgy of Sunday worship.  This was a new experience for the congre-
gation that was very well received.  Young Tae is also working with two artists within 
the congregation, supporting them pastorally as well as in their artistic work.  One of the 
artists has produced an art installation that is being exhibited at RPC and will be exhibit-
ed later at St. Andrew’s Hall.  Young Tae is working with other staff around planning for 
Lent and Easter services going forward. 

Beyond the ministry of the congregation, Young Tae’s ministry is challenging the 
boundaries of how we understand ministry and measure the effectiveness of kingdom 
work.  His work with the POIEO Centre is within our presbytery something without 
precedent.  He is the founding director of a group that encompasses Canada, Korea 
and the US.  With the other leaders of the POIEO Centre, Young Tae has offered sub-
stantial support and guidance to many artists in these countries.  The work they have 
accomplished as a gospel witness is impressive, but will be hard to quantify within our 
model of measurement metrics. 

One example of that is his work with the Missions Fest Vancouver Film Festival.  Mis-
sions Fest is one of the largest mission based events in North America and Young Tae 
was invited to lead the Film Festival portion of that event.  His leadership with the peo-
ple around Missions Fest led to a very successful weekend where 6 films were exhibited 
to the public.  These films attracted roughly 700 people, people who may or may not be 
affiliated with any particular faith community on a regular basis.  It is a challenge for us 
who are more comfortable with measuring the size of congregations, membership and 
finances to deal with attendance at a film festival and the impact that these kingdom 
contact points may have on people’s lives.  The normal metrics don’t work around new 
expressions of missional ministry.  We are very excited around how Young Tae’s work 
with arts can continue to impact our broader community and the kingdom for the gospel 
and the love of God.  We look forward to a growing understanding and support for such 
new ways of kingdom witness, from our congregation, our presbytery and from Canadi-
an Ministries.  The investment we make in these kinds of new worshipping and witness-
ing communities will be critical for our future viability, credibility and relevance.

In Christ, 

Rev. Victor Kim
Lead Minister of Richmond Presbyterian Church

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTWORDS FROM LEAD MINISTER OF RPC
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It was about fifteen years ago that I first dreamed of becoming a person who could help 
artists become better equipped to use and see art properly. I felt a responsibility to care 
for artists in need of pastoral, theological, and artistic support.

Fourteen years later, in September of 2019, I officially began planting an arts ministry 
called Poieo Centre of Arts Ministry through the great help of Richmond Presbyterian 
Church, the Presbytery of Westminster, Presbyterian Innovative Ministries Ltd., and The 
New and Renewed Ministry Fund of the Presbyterian Church in Canada (PCC).

This infant ministry has gradually grown as other professional Christian artists have joined 
the vision of Poieo Centre. We, seven international team members, have regularly pro-
vided eight international young artists with pastoral care, artistic coaching, and a theo-
logical perspective on art, in addition to collaboratively producing professional works of 
art, thereby gradually bringing shalom to individual artists, to neighborhoods, and to the 
culture.

I thank God for His timing, my wife Jenny Han for walking with me faithfully, Rev. Victor 
Kim for encouraging me to develop this missional church, Dr. Sven Soderlund for checking 
up on me bi-monthly, Rev. Dr. Ross Lockhart for affording me suitable opportunities to 
explore arts ministries, Rev. Dr. Richard Topping for leading my ordination process at RPC, 
Andrea Perrett for helping me apply for grants from the national church, and Justin Beck 
for his willingness to share Cyclical resources with me. They made this innovative ministry 
possible in the PCC. Obviously, Poieo Centre is not my own product, but the fruit of all our 
contributions.

There is still a long way to go, but I am delighted to share the formation process of Poieo 
Centre with the National Church of the PCC.

Soli Deo Gloria,

Rev. Young Tae Choi
Founding Director of Poieo Centre

W o r d s  f r o m  d i r e c t o r  o f 
p o i e o  c e n t r e
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since sep. 2019

About 
poieo
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W h o  w e  a r e

W H AT  W E  D OW H AT  W E  H O P E  :  V I S I O N

Poieo Centre of Arts Ministry is a Christ-centred community that pastors artists, promotes 
their artistic gifts and theological understanding of art, and produces art collaboratively. 
It cultivates redemptive images, sounds, space, and stories which contribute to an animat-
ed transformation of the church and culture. This ministry, as a creative response to the 
cultural mandate (Gen. 1:27-28) and missional mandate (Matt. 28:16-20), aims to bring 
shalom in the world.

01

02

03

Artists will be faithful to their 
covenant relationship with God 
and to their creative vocations.

A broken culture will be restored 
through the work of faithful artists.

The church will see and use litur-
gical art for all its worth.

WE PASTOR ARTISTS

WE PRODUCE ART

WE PROMOTE
Artistic Gifts 

& 
Theological Understandings of Art

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTWHO WE ARE
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CHRISTIAN WORSHIP

LITURGICAL ARTS

THE ARTS

ARTISTS

THE ART WORLD

IMAGINATION

CULTURE CARE & MAKING

INCARNATIONAL DISCIPLE MAKING

POWER OF PRESENCE

BEAUTY OF GOD

PROPHETIC VOICE

THE SPIRIT-LED LEADERSHIP IN ORDER

EXCELLENCE

CELEBRATION

SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE

MOBILITY

COMMUNITY

GENERATIVITY

BIBLICAL THEOLOGY

MULTI ETHNICITY

DIVERSITY IN UNITY

TRANS-DENOMINATION

LOVE IN THE TRUTH

SHREWD RISK TAKING

CONNECTIONALISM 

SUSTAINABILITY

LEGALITY

HEART TO HEART COMMUNICATION

ONGOING LEARNING

INTEGRATIVE DEVELOPMENT

CHARACTER BUILDING

ACCOUNTABILITY

WORK-LIFE BALANCE

MISSIONAL CHURCH

THE KINGDOM OF GOD

INVESTMENT FOR ETERNITY

W h a t  w e  v a l u e
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t h e  M e a n i n g  o f  ' P o i e o ' 

POIEO (ποιέω) means “create, make, or do” in Greek. It generally 
refers to the neutral behaviour of making, yet St. Paul uses it in a 
religious sense in which human action is never neutral. He sees that 
human work is either obedience or disobedience in relation to God’s 
will for human beings: “So whether you eat or drink or whatever you 
do (poieo), do (poieo) it all for the glory of God” (1 Cor. 10:31). Like-
wise, I believe that what artists create cannot be neutral in the sight 
of God. Their works of art can be either scent or stench to the Lord. 
For this reason, I named this arts ministry “Poieo” in the hope that it 
will function as an alternative space in serving artists to be faithful 
to the Triune God in their unique journeys of life as well as in their 
final artistic presentations.

L O G O
&  P AT T E R N
D E S I G N

Main logo and brand pattern (designed by Jeremy Bonggu Kang)

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTTHE MEANING OF ‘POIEO’ & LOGO/PATTERN DESIGN
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Key screenshots of the website (designed by Young Tae Choi; YTC)

W e b s i t e  d e s i g n

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTWEBSITE DESIGN
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Our team currently consists of seven international Christians 
who are professional artists. I hope that our team develops in 
terms of multi-ethnic leadership. I am continuously looking for 
experienced-international artists in different fields of art who 
can join the vision of Poieo Centre (organized by YTC).

o u r  t e a m

REV. YOUNG TAE CHOI
Art Minister

Founding Director of POIEO Centre

MARK HUNT
Lighting & Production Designer

Directing Partner 
of Production Elements

SUNGOL PARK
Award-winning Music Artist 

K-Pop & CCM Composer / Producer

YONG PIL CHOI
Award-winning Film director

Executive Producer 
of NEOARI Media

GAYOUNG YANG
Award-winning Animation Artist

FX Supervisor 
of DHX Media Vancouver

SILAS LEE
Contemporary Christian Music Artist

Vocal Trainer 
of BELCANTO Reproduction

DAVID CHA
Architect 

AIBC of Acton Ostry Architects
LEED Green Associate

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTOUR TEAM
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Three 
Missional Roles of 

Poieo Centre
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P a s t o r i n g  a r t i s t s
:  a r t i s t  c a r e

The foremost missional role of Poieo Centre is to pastor artists so that 
they may be able to become faithful artists to the Triune God in their 
journeys of life.

REV. CHOI’S STORY
In the Poieo Centre of Arts Ministry, where I serve as an art minister, I give pastoral 

care to my team members and several young artists who have joined our mentoring 

program.  I meet regularly with each of them for an hour a month, offline or online, 

depending on their geographical proximity. Basically, I check in about two matters—

how their lives are going and how their creative projects and work are going. As I try 

to listen carefully and prayerfully to what is happen-

ing in their hearts, thoughts, and lives, I also share 

my life with them, even vulnerable and painful things 

from my past, as transparently as possible, acknowl-

edging that I am like them a sheep who needs the 

Shepherd. Sometimes our conversations deal with 

particular techniques in the arts, but far more often, 

we talk honestly about the real and tough questions 

we face in our journeys of life: marriages in trouble, 

addictions, even the interpretation of difficult Biblical 

texts. This reminds me of the simple fact that these 

artists are, as human beings, no different from members of other professions in terms 

of their human nature. Here, I play a pastoral role in reorienting their life focus to 

Christ, who navigates for them by speaking of who God is and how God is at work 

within their lives from day to day. Personally, I love this pastoral responsibility, as it 

truly deepens our relationships in Christ. » YTC

01

This reminds me of the 
simple fact that these 
artists are, as human 

beings, no different 
from members of other 
professions in terms of 

their human nature. 
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There are eight international young artists for whom our team members care. The team helps these artists 
in diverse aspects of their lives, depending on what they need from the team, whether it be artistic skills 
development, a theological framework for art, or pastoral care. We do not pursue quantity, a greater num-
ber of young artists to work with, but quality of time spent with them in genuine relationship for the sake of 
growth. It is a great delight for me to see them growing spiritually and artistically in their own fields.

o u r  m e n t e e s

KEVIN LIEW
3D MODELING                                   

& TEXTURE ARTIST

Pastoral Care

DAE-CHEOL KIM
FILM DIRECTOR

A Feature Film Project 
& A Short Film Project

TIFFANY SOOBOTIN
VISUAL ARTIST

Pastoral Care
& A Sculpture Project

TAE JANG
MUSIC ARTIST

Pastoral Care 
& Music Composing/Producing

NATHANIEL R. KELLY
FILM DIRECTOR / WRITER

A Feature Documentary 
Film Project

YOUNG-WOONG CHOI
MUSIC ARTIST PROSPECTIVE

Pastoral Care & Vocal Training

IN-HYEOK CHOI
MUSIC ARTIST PROSPECTIVE

Pastoral Care
& Music composing/producing

HYEON-SOO PARK
MUSIC ARTIST PROSPECTIVE

Pastoral Care
& Music composing/producing

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTOUR MENTEES
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01 
s a m p l e  w o r k s 
o f  o u r  m e n t e e s 

TIFFANY SOOBOTIN
VISUAL ARTIST (CAN)

INSTALLATION WORK 
Mentor: YONG PIL CHOI (USA)

Mixed media | 29’ x 29’ x2’ | 2020
(77nails, 77 spools of thread, LED cloud is approxi-
mately 25’ length and 16’ heights)

 Connected

She completed her first installation art piece “Connected” (Feb. 2020). 
This work is now displayed in the church hall at RPC and will also be 
shown in the St. Andrew’s Hall, as part of the Healing Through Art exhi-
bition (2020).

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTSAMPLE WORKS OF OUR MENTEES 01
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02 
s a m p l e  w o r k s 
o f  o u r  m e n t e e s 

DAE-CHEOL KIM
FILM DIRECTOR (KOR)

SHORT FILM PROJECT 
Mentor: YOUNG TAE CHOI (CAN)

25 min | Colour | Fiction | Directed by 
Dae-Cheol Kim | South Korea | 2019
 

Before Dawn

He completed his second short film “Before Dawn” (2019). This movie was 
funded by and shown at the 5th Ulju International Film Festival.

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTSAMPLE WORKS OF OUR MENTEES 02
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03 
s a m p l e  w o r k s 
o f  o u r  m e n t e e s 

TAE JANG
MUSIC ARTIST (CAN)

MUSIC SINGLE ALBUM 
Mentor: SILAS LEE (CAN)

R&B/Soul | 3:38 | 2019 City Lights

He completed his first single “City Lights” (Nov. 2019.) 

NOW AVAILABLE ON APPLE MUSIC!

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTSAMPLE WORKS OF OUR MENTEES 03
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The task of [missional] leadership is to lead the congregation as a whole in a mission 

to the community as a whole, to claim its whole public life, as well as the lives of all its 

people, for God’s rule.
 - Alan Roxburgh  –

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTARTIST CARE
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P r o m o t i n g  a rt i st i c  g i f ts  a n d
 t h eo lo g i ca l  u n d e r sta n d i n g  o f  a rt

:    l i t u r g y  c a r e  +  c u lt u r e  c a r e

The second missional role of Poieo Centre is to foster people’s artistic gifts 
and theological understanding of art through liturgical care, workshops, 
mentoring relationships, and seminars on theology and the arts, such that 
they may be able to become serious artisans who work with excellence. 

02

Both the church and the artist share in com-

mon a search for ways to speak the truth, to 

live more authentically. The church needs the 

help of artists to understand human life and to 

express the depths of truth, both human and 

divine.  Artists need the church, a community 

that recognizes the importance of truth as well 

as the vitality of art and will provide the space 

and resources for interaction with it. Not only 

do the church and artists share a mutual goal, 

the embodiment of truth, but they depend on 

each other to accomplish it.  
-Janet Walton-

0 1 
L I T U R G Y  C A R E

The church needs
 the help of artists...

Artists need the church...

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTLITURGY CARE + CULTURE CARE
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1  THE ADVENT CHILDREN’S ART PROJECT NOV-DEC. 2019

Rev. Choi helped Richmond Presbyterian Church design their advent worship service last year. One design el-
ement was a weekly children’s art workshop which reflected four advent themes—hope, peace, joy, and love.

REV. CHOI’S STORY
The completed works of art were displayed in 
the church hall one week ahead of each theme 
of the season. As the church space gradually 
filled with the children’s colourful paintings and 
sculptures, advent themes were displayed visu-
ally. Rev. Kim invited the child artists to the front 
of the sanctuary, and they shared the intentions 
of their pieces during the children’s message 
time. The whole congregation was so impressed 
by their imaginations and the unique styles ex-
pressed in their artwork. Rev. Kim said to the 
congregation, “We’d better skip the preaching 
today. This work is like a sermon!”

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTLITURGY CARE
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This little project not only helped 
both the children and the adult 
congregation to meditate on the 
Advent themes in afresh and en-
gaging ways, it also enhanced the 
worship service, bonded young-
er and older generations under 
the roof of a traditional Canadi-
an Presbyterian church, animat-
ed the liturgy of the traditional 
church calendar with a fresh form 
of expression, and uncovered the 
children’s artistic talents. » YTC

One Sunday, a mother told me she had never seen her 

son stay in his chair for a full two hours before, focusing 

on just one thing, painting. We were glad to see the boy’s 

incredible concentration and artistic gift for painting. 

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTLITURGY CARE
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2  THE CHRISTMAS WORSHIP NIGHT DEC. 2019

Yong-Pil Choi produced a special Christmas worship night with local artists in NYC. USA

The most fitting 
liturgical arts express and 

deepen the corporate 
nature of a Christian way 

of life and worship.

 - John D. Witvliet-

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTLITURGY CARE



0 2 
W O R K S H O P  &  S E M I N A R 

1 MUSIC WORKSHOP FOR YOUTH AND ADULTS

Bi-weekly, Sungol Park and Silas Lee 
lead two music workshops, focused 
on vocal training and pop-music com-
posing/producing, for young artists 
as well as youth who want to become 
musicians. They teach these finan-
cially and emotionally marginalized 
young artists at no cost.

SOUTH KOREA + CANADA. 2019-2020

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTWORKSHOP & SEMINAR
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3 HEALING THROUGH ART AN UPCOMING EVENT. CANADA. 2020

This is an upcoming joint project with 
Around the Well (led by Rev. Richard 
Watson) on the UBC campus, Vancou-
ver, BC. (This event has been resched-
uled due to COVID-19. The date is TBD)

Art is a task like building bridges and fixing 
meals. It takes intelligence, sensitivity to needs, 
and specialized knowledge. 

– Calvin Seerveld –

2 SEMINAR ON FAITH & MUSIC

Sungol Park is a renowned music compos-
er and producer in the Korean pop indus-
try. He is often invited by local churches 
and schools to share his experience and 
knowledge in the music industry.

SOUTH KOREA. 2019

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTWORKSHOP & SEMINAR
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0 3 
W R I T I N G

Rev. Choi has posted about forty short insights from 
important readings on theology and the arts.

Rev. Choi submitted a paper on arts ministry titled ”Arts 
Ministry Beyond the Sunday Worship Service” for the 
CML publication project edited by Rev. Dr. Ross Lockhart.

1 BLOG : INSIGHTS

2 ACADEMIC PAPER JAN. 2020

SEP. 2019 - PRESENT

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTWRITING
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P r o d u c i n g  a r t
:  c u lt u r e  ca r e  &  m a k i n g

The third missional role of Poieo Centre is to produce life-giving artwork 
so as to transform culture. 

I wonder what we Christians are known for in the world 
outside our churches. Are we known as critics, consumers, 
copiers, condemners of culture? I’m afraid so. Why aren’t 
we known as cultivators—people who tend and nourish 
what is best in human culture, who do the hard and pains-
taking work to preserve the best of what people before 
us have done? Why aren’t we known as creators—people 
who dare to think and do something that has never been 
thought or done before, something that makes the world 

more welcoming and thrilling 
and beautiful?”.... If there is a 
constructive way forward for 
Christians in the midst of our 
broken but also beautiful cul-
tures, it will require us to re-
cover these two biblical pos-

tures of cultivation and creation. And that recovery will 
involve revisiting the biblical story itself, where we discover 
that God is more intimately and eternally concerned with 

culture than we have yet come to believe. 
- Andy Crouch -

03

Recover these 
two biblical postures of 

cultivation and creation. 

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTCULTURE CARE & MAKING 
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0 1
F I L M / M E D I A

1  ANIMATION 2019-2020

Gayoung Yang recently supervised FX department of an award-winning animated program 
“Carmen Sandiego” and an award-nominated animated program “Snoopy in Space.”

The 71th Primetime
Emmy Award

OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL 
ACHIEVEMENT IN ANIMATION 

WINNER

The 47th 
ANNIE AWARDS

BEST CHARACTER  DESIGN 

WINNER

The 47th
ANNIE AWARDS

BEST  STO RY BOARD I N G 

WINNER

WINNER OF 3 AWARDS!

The 47th 
ANNIE AWARDS  

BEST STORYBOARDING 

NOMINATION

ONE NOMINATION!

FILM/MEDIA 

28
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2 ONLINE LIVE TV PRODUCTION FEB. 2020

3 LOGO ANIMATION JAN. 2020

Yong Pil Choi produced BTS’ Comeback Special Viewable Radio Project in NYC. USA

Young Tae Choi, Gayoung Yang, and Daniel Hwang made the animated logo for MFVFF collaboratively.

HITS 16,488,676 / COMMENTS 2,126,311 / HEARTS 1,146,991,667 (MAR 1 2020)

DIRECTOR: YOUNG TAE CHOI | ANIMATOR: GAYOUNG YANG | SOUND: DANIEL HWANG 
 | EDIT: GAYOUNG YANG | 15SEC | COLOUR | 2020

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTFILM/MEDIA
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0 2
M U S I C

1 K-POP SONGS NOV-DEC. 2019

Sungol Park composed and produced four K-pop albums. 
Three of the four albums hit the Korean top 100.

TOP 35

CRAZY EXCUSE  
SINGER: YE-JOON LEE | RELEASED JAN 2020

THE CURE  
SINGER: VROMANCE | RELEASED DEC 2019

SOMETIMES  
SINGER: PUNCH | RELEASED NOV 2019

AGAIN  
SINGER: V.O.S. | RELEASED DEC 2019

TOP 30 TOP 1

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTMUSIC
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2 CHRISTIAN SINGLE ALBUM JAN. 2020

3 MINI CONCERTS SOUTH KOREA. DEC. 2019

Silas Lee composed and sang for a Christian single 
album, “Way, Truth, Life, Jesus.”

Silas Lee had six mini concerts in Seoul, South Korea.

NOW AVAILABLE ON APPLE MUSIC & SPOTIFY!

INSPIRATIONAL 
| 3:42 | 2020

WAY, TRUTH, LIFE, JESUS  

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTMUSIC
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0 3
D E S I G N

MFVFF BRANDING DESIGN NOV-DEC. 2019

MFVFF (Missions Fest Vancouver Film Festival) logo, laurel, 
certificate, and t-shirt designed by Young Tae Choi, Gayoung 
Yang, and Yong Pil Choi.

DESIGN

32
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0 4
I L L U S T R AT I O N

Gayoung Yang regularly draws an illustration almost everyday.

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTILLUSTRATION



0 5
L I G H T I N G 
&  P R O D U C T I O N  D E S I G N

1  CHAPEL UBC

Mark Hunt designed Lighting & Production for the 
Chapel at Chan Centre, UBC, Vancouver, BC, Canada.

SEP. 2019

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORT
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2 604 NETWORK CONFERENCE NOV. 2019

Mark Hunt designed the main stage for 604 Conference at 
Glad Tidings Church, Vancouver, BC. Canada. 

A stage mockup and the actual stage

2019-2020 POIEO CENTRE ANNUAL REPORTLIGHTING & PRODUCTION DESIGN
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Artists are active culture-makers who can restore 
a twisted culture by cultivating redemptive images, 
sounds, stories, and spaces in the common language 
of art. This exciting role has a huge impact on 
culture missionally because concrete works of art 
reach out to global culture far and wide, beyond 
the physical boundary of a local church building.

 – Young Tae Choi–
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3 IDS VOLVO LIGHTING JAN. 2020

Mark Hunt designed lighting for Volvo Cars at 2020 Interior Design Show, Toronto, ON. Canada. 

Lighting mockups and the 
actual lighting
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4 MFV STAGES JAN-FEB. 2020

Mark Hunt designed the 2020 MFV stages 
at vancouver convention centre, Vancou-
ver, BC. Canada.

MFV stage mockups and the actual stage
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0 6 
P U B L I C   E V E N TS 

MISSIONS FEST VANCOUVER FILM FESTIVAL JAN-FEB. 2020

Missions Fest Vancouver is one of the largest mission conferences in North Ameri-
ca. Missions Fest Vancouver Film Festival (MFVFF) is part of the conference. As the 
chair, Rev. Choi coordinated the 11th MFVFF with five other committee members 
and thirty six volunteers.
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O RGAN IZED A 
M U LT I ET H N I C 
F I LM  C O M M I T T E E6

I NVITED 
I N T E R N AT I O N A L 
C H R I S T I A N  F I L M S6
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WO R KED WITH
O M E G A 
V O L U N T E E R S36

A U D I E N C E S 
AT T E N D E D700
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co ntact

WEBSITE
www.poieocentre.com 

EMAIL
poieocentre@gmail.com

PHONE
604-773-6495 (Rev. Young Tae Choi)

Cultural engagement is the human response to 
the divine call to enjoy and develop the world that 
God has generously given to his image-bearers. 
Culture includes the symbols, the tools, the con-
ventions, the social ties, and all else contributing 
to this call. Cultural activity occurs in a historical 
setting, and is meant to improve the human con-
dition. Because of the fall, culture can and has 
become sinister. Christ’s redeeming grace moves 
culture in the right direction, ennobles it, and al-
lows it to extend the realm of God’s shalom, his 
goodness, his justice, his love. 

– William Edgar –
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